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Journey to the Center of Vienna, Austria!   "Vienna is the gate to Eastern Europe." â€”Niki Lauda   * *

* Updated for 2017! * * *   So we invite you to step right through for the experience of a lifetime! For

a limited time, Passport to European Travel Guides offers this comprehensive, yet quick and

concise, 5-day guide to Vienna, Austriaâ€”a treasured European gem!   5-Day Travel Guide to

Unforgettable Austrian Travel   Have no idea where to start? Or maybe you have some idea but

could use a treasure trove of great insider tips? Well, read on! You see, we know your trip begins

long before you even book the flight, so this guide is chock full of dynamite tips on everything you

need to know BEFORE you goâ€”and much, much more you'll thank us for!   Passport to European

Travel Guides Features:   â€¢ Dynamite Insider Tipsâ€”for tourists! We give you the scoop on

everything from local etiquette to saving money! â€¢ 5-Day Suggested Itineraryâ€”cover the best

spots the city has to offer in 5 magical days!  â€¢ Luxury Sleeps, Luxury Eatsâ€”our best

recommendations for ultimate luxury in Vienna â€¢ Budget Sleeps, Budget Eatsâ€”best spots for

travelers on a budget â€¢ Mapâ€”of Vienna â€¢ City Snapshotâ€”language, currency, airports, country

code + more!  â€¢ Before You Goâ€”there are some things you need to know!  â€¢ Getting in the

Moodâ€”with a few great films and books to enjoy before you go!  â€¢ Local Tourist

Informationâ€”where to find it once you're on the ground in Austria â€¢ Overviewâ€”of Vienna â€¢

German Phrases For Emergenciesâ€”least you'll know how to holler, "Help!"  â€¢ Climate + Best

Times to Travelâ€”to Vienna!  â€¢ All About Toursâ€”By bike, boat, bus or special interest and

walking tours + our top recommendations with links and more! â€¢ Vienna Nightlifeâ€”the best bars,

clubs, live music, theater and dancing â€¢ Lots moreâ€”we aim to get you in the know!
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Warmest Greetings!   We're an eclectic team of international jet setters who know exactly what

travelers and tourists want in a cut-to-the-chase, comprehensive travel guide that suits a wide range

of budgets.   Our growing collection of distinguished European travel guides are guaranteed to give

first-hand insight to each locale, complete with day-to-day, guided itineraries you won't want to miss!

  Whether you're traveling to Europe for the first time, or just returning to cover more ground, we've

got you covered with awesome location-specific INSIDER tips, suggestions for getting yourself in

the mood, everything you need to do before you go, top recommendations for the best city tours,

bargain and luxury sleeps and eats, the best times of the year to travel + lots more! We also share

about the best in European nightlife, entertainment, art and theater.   We want our brand to be your

official Passport to European Travel--one you can always count on!   Bon Voyage!

The paperback version of this spare book is under 70 pages in its entirety, smaller than a Kindle!

Whether as an e-book or in printed format, this book should be a take-along and well used. I bought

the printed book and have done a one week trip to Vienna with its guidance so I can say matter of

fact that the book takes up no space to speak of, weighs next to nothing, and is packed full of useful

details. It instructs the prospective traveler, then gets into the points of interest and provides a solid

vehicle for planning a multi-day stay in beautiful Vienna. I found the lodging and dining suggestions

spot on, all location details accurate, and the itinerary plans completely beneficial.

I needed desperately a break so I booked my tickets to Vienna! My friends have been three times

there and they literally sold the city to me! The reason I prefer these 5-day guides on Kindle is that

they are to the point. Not too much bluff. To be honest, I don't have too much time to read the

Lonely Planet 400 pages on Vienna. If I wanted to do that, I would waste my 5 days that my

employer allows me! On the contrary, these guides take you straight to the meat of the things. You

can find bar, restaurant, club recommendations in the book! All very organised without too much

narration! I have also added my email to their mailing list as they give away $100 monthly prizes!!

Give it to me guys!!!!

Everything you need about Vienna, Austria is found in this book if you are planning a tour in this

historical country of Europe. This book has compiled addresses, telephone numbers and websites



of the most interesting places to visit in Vienna, Austria. It has also offered places to stay from

budget hotels to luxury ones depending on your budget. And it also contains the addresses,

telephone numbers and websites of such hotels. For me, I find the 5-day tour itinerary presented in

this book very appropriate for my future visit in this culture-rich country. This is truly a

comprehensive guide in visiting Vienna, Austria.

I like how the book was written. Personally, I always travel on a budget. It's interesting that the

author wrote the book in a format which gives you an option of different budget friendly hotels and

also budget friendly tours. It also shows accurate contact details, addresses, websites, and other

info about the places. Not long info just a short one. There are also a lot of tips like take a picture of

your travel documents in case it gets stolen or you lose them, Simple things but always a good thing

to remember. The best thing about this book is that at the last page. It has a link to cheap flights

LOL. Buying other books as well :D

Vienna is known as "The City of Dreams". It is my dream tourist destination as well. But, I was not

sure how to start and how many days will berequired for visit to Vienna. This book helped me to

plan my travel carefully and familiarize myself with all important all important places. What makes

this book different from other travel guide is that it contains tips about the basic requirements before

starting our travel, like details onPassport, Vista, health care during travel. I appreciate author for

including some German phrases in the book which can be used in emergencies.

A good cup of coffee in the city of music, you can't go wrong with that. I have heard a lot about

Vienna, but itÃ¢Â€Â™s only now that I was able to get a clearer image of how beautiful it is. I think it

is a very ideal place to visit whether you are into relaxation, romance, music, arts, food, wine, coffee

and history. If Vienna is your next travel destination, get good guidance from this book. From it, you

will be able to get good information about travelling, from passport to visa, 5 days itinerary in

Vienna, from eats to nightlife, budget travels and many more.

Each and every page is prompt with loads of links, information which is great! Not to mention 5 day

planned trip that I can follow if I wish to do so, plus the fact that the book provides info for the budget

and luxury traveler is a bonus. With the links there is no need to go and Google endlessly for

accommodation, restaurants and tourist sites. I am looking forward to read more about the tradition

of the variety of egg dishes that they serve in the mornings, Joma is the recommended street cafe



with a interesting menu.

If you want to get the basics is a good and fast readmitir, good info on Food and restaurante, enjoy
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